Position-associated GC asymmetry of gene duplicates.
It is well known that repositioning of a gene often exerts a strong impact on its own expression and whole development. Here we report the results of genome-wide analyses suggesting that repositioning may also radically change the evolutionary fate of gene duplicates. As an indicator of these changes, we used the GC content of gene pairs which originated by duplication. This indicator turned out to be duplicate-asymmetric, which means that genes in a pair differ significantly in GC content despite their apparent origin from a common ancestor. Such an asymmetry necessarily implies that after duplication two originally identical genes mutated in opposite directions-toward GC-rich and GC-poor content, respectively. In mammalian genomes, this trend is definitely associated with presumably methylated hypermutable CpG sites, and in a typical GC-asymmetric gene pair, its two member genes are embedded in GC-contrasting isochores. However, we unexpectedly found similar significant GC asymmetry in fish, fly, worm, and yeast. This means that neither methylation alone nor methylation in combination with isochores can be counted as a primary cause of the GC asymmetry; rather they represent specific realizations of some universal principle of genome evolution. Remarkably, genes from pairs with the greatest GC asymmetry tend to be on different chromosomes, suggesting that the mutational difference between gene duplicates is associated with translocation of a new gene to a different place in the genome, whereas GC symmetric pairs demonstrate the opposite tendency. A recently emerged extra gene copy is usually on the same chromosome as is its parent but quickly, by 0.05 substitution per synonymous site, either has perished or occupies a different chromosome. During this earliest posttranslocation period, the ratio of nonsynonymous/synonymous base substitutions is unusually high, suggesting a rapid adaptive evolution of novel functions. In a general context of evolution by gene duplication, our interpretation of this position-dependent GC asymmetry between duplicated genes is that evolution of redundant genes toward a new function has often been associated with their very early, postduplication repositioning in the genome, with a concomitant abrupt change in epigenetic control of tissue/stage-specific expression and an increase in the mutation rate. Of eight eukaryotic genomes studied, the most distinguished in this respect is the human genome.